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Abstract
The problem addressed is the distributed reconfiguration of a metamorphic robotic system
composed of any number of identical hexagonal modules. A metamorphic robotic system is
a collection of independently controlled, smaller robots that can move around adjacent robots
to change the shape of the overall system. The shape-changing ability of these systems makes
them more versatile than conventional mobile robots. Because the modules are homogeneous,
the systems are also capable of self-repair.
As part of our research, we developed deterministic, distributed reconfiguration algorithms
for planning the reconfiguration when a single obstacle with an irregular surface (e.g., containing
pockets) is embedded in the goal. Current reconfiguration algorithms find a bisecting path of
goal cells spanning the goal, called the substrate path. Modules fill in this substrate path and
then move along the path to fill in the remainder of the goal. We present algorithms to 1)
determine if an obstacle fulfills a simple admissibility requirement based on contact patterns,
2) include an admissible obstacle in a substrate path, and 3) determine the order to fill the
pocket cells.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A self-reconfigurable robotic system is a collection of independently controlled, mobile
robots, each of which has the ability to connect, disconnect, and move around adjacent
robots. Metamorphic robotic systems [5], a subset of self-reconfigurable systems, are
further limited by requiring each module to be identical in structure, motion constraints,
and computing capabilities and to have a regular symmetry so that they can densely pack
the plane to form two and three dimensional solids.
In these systems, robots achieve locomotion by moving over a substrate composed of
one or more other robots. The mechanics of locomotion depend on the hardware and can
include module deformation [6], [12], [13] or rigid motion [1], [7], [10], [11], [19], [20].
Shape changing in these composite systems is envisioned as a means to accomplish
various tasks, such as structural support or tumor excision [12], as well as being useful in
environments not amenable to direct human observation and control (e.g. interplanetary
space). The complete interchangeability of the robots provides a high degree of system
fault tolerance. An example of the usage of a metamorphic system is demonstrated in
Figure 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Metamorphic system morphing from a bridge configuration to envelop an obstacle composed of faulty modules.
Faulty modules are dark, and the mobile robots are white. Time is progressing from (a) to (c).

The motion planning problem for a self-reconfigurable robotic system is to determine a
sequence of robot motions required to go from a given initial configuration (I) to a desired
goal configuration (G). Many existing motion planning strategies rely on centralized
algorithms to plan and supervise the motion of the system components [5], [8], [9], [12],
[13], [18]. Others, such as [2], [10], [11], [19], and [20], use distributed approaches
which rely on heuristic approximations or require communication between robots during
the reconfiguration process.
We focus on a system composed of planar, hexagonal robotic modules as described by
Chirikjian [6]. We consider a distributed motion planning strategy, given the assumption

of global knowledge of G and an initial configuration I that intersects G and is a straight
chain. Our distributed approach offers the benefits of localized decision making, the
potential for fault tolerance, and requires less communication between modules during
reconfiguration than other approaches. Walter et al. has previously applied this approach
to the problem of reconfiguring a straight chain to an intersecting straight chain [16] or
to a goal configuration that satisfies a general “admissibility” condition [15]. In [14], they
presented algorithms and heuristics to choose paths for fast reconfiguration.
In this paper, we present a new definition of an admissible obstacle. We consider the
scenario in which a single obstacle is present in the goal configuration. Additionally, we
allow the obstacle to contain ”pockets” - informally, a depression in the obstacle surface.
We provide a more formal definition of pockets later in the paper. We introduce algorithms
to give an irregular obstacle a traversable surface and to incorporate the obstacle in the
substrate path prior to distributed reconfiguration.
A. Related work
In this section, we include a discussion of reconfiguration algorithms for when obstacles are present, but, due to limited space, we do not discuss related work on general
metamorphic robots. Reconfiguration algorithms have been developed for hexagonal [6],
[12], [10], square [4], [12], cubic [13], [2], [11], and rhombic dodecahedral [19], [20],
[1] metamorphic robots.
Obstacle-related reconfiguration: The presence of obstacles in the reconfiguration
environment is briefly considered by Chirikjian in [5]. In this approach, a heuristic is
used to attract modules to an obstacle so that they converge around it. Bojinov et al.
[1] provide a distributed strategy for grasping objects in the environment using rhombic
dodecahedral modules by probabilistically “growing” extensions to grasp the obstacle.
Butler et al. [3] present a rule set for distributed locomotion of layers of cubic modules
over obstacles on the traversal surface.
B. Our approach and problem definition
Our objective is to design a distributed algorithm that will cause the modules to move
from an initial straight chain configuration, I, in the plane to a known goal configuration,
G. This algorithm should ensure that modules do not collide with each other, and the
reconfiguration should be accomplished in a minimal number of rounds.
The major differences between our approach and those of other researchers are summarized below:
1) Our algorithms require no message passing.
2) Our algorithms are deterministic, ensuring that the reconfiguration can be accomplished without deadlock or collision provided I is a straight chain and G and the
obstacle fulfills simple admissibility requirements.
3) Our algorithms are particular to the motion constraints of planar, hexagonal modules.
4) Our algorithms are the first to consider the complete envelopment of obstacles.
In Section II, we describe the system assumptions and the problem definition. Section
III describes our algorithm for determining admissibility of a traversal surface. Section
IV introduces simple admissibility conditions for obstacles and presents a method for
reconfiguration in the presence of obstacles. Section V presents algorithms for reconfiguration when complex obstacles containing pockets are embedded in the goal. Section VII

discusses the simulation modeling our algorithms. Section VIII provides a discussion of
our results and future work.
II. S YSTEM MODEL
The plane is partitioned into equal-sized hexagonal cells and labeled using the same
coordinate system as described by Chirikjian [5].
A. Assumptions About the Modules
Our model provides an abstraction of the hardware features and the interface between
the hardware and the application layer.
- Each module is identical in computing capability and runs the same program.
- Each module is a hexagon of the same size as the cells of the plane and always
occupies exactly one of the cells.
- Each module knows at all times:
• its location (the coordinates of the cell that it currently occupies),
• its orientation (which edge is facing in which direction), and
• which of its neighboring cells is occupied by another module.
Modules move according to the following rules.
1) Modules move in lockstep rounds.
2) In a round, a module M is capable of moving to an adjacent cell, C 1 , iff
(a) cell C1 is currently empty,
(b) module M has a neighbor S that does not move in the round (called the
substrate) and S is also adjacent to cell C1 , and
(c) the neighboring cell to M on the other side of C1 from S, C2 , is empty.
3) Only one module tries to move into a particular cell in each round.
4) Modules cannot carry, push, or pull other modules, i.e., a module is only allowed
to move itself.
If the algorithm does not ensure that each moving module has an immobile substrate,
as specified in rule 2(b), then the results of the round are unpredictable. Likewise, the
results of the round are unpredictable if the algorithm does not ensure that only one
module will move into a particular cell in each round, rule 3.
III. A DMISSIBLE TRAVERSAL SURFACES
In this section we briefly present a classification of traversable surfaces in a hexagonal system under the motion constraints presented in Section II. These definitions are
described in detail in [17].
A. Admissible Traversal Surfaces
In the following definition, let set T represent a particular set of cells in the plane,
such as the set of all goal cells.
Definition 1: The d-clearance of a cell i ∈ T is the number of consecutive cells 6∈ T
that are aligned along the outgoing vector originating in the center of cell i and normal
to side d, d ∈ {N, S, NW, SW, NE, SE}.
Figure 2 shows a cell with a SE-clearance = 3.
Informally, the d-clearance is the distance from a cell in direction d to the next cell
of the same type.

Cell in T
SE side

Cell not in T

c1
c2
c3

Fig. 2.

Cell with SE-clearance = 3.

Definition 2: A segment of s is a contiguous subsequence of s of length ≥ 2. In a
d-segment, each cell is direction d of the previous.
During our reconfiguration algorithm, modules travel from west to east, so we present
our definition of an admissible traversal surfaces for traversing west to east. Then we
make a similar definition for the situation where traversal is from east to west.
Definition 3: An east-monotone admissible traversal surface is a contiguous sequence
s = c1 , c2 , . . . , ck of distinct cells from a set T such that
1) no ci is the end of a NW or SW segment (i.e., each cell is adjacent to the previous,
but not to its west),
2) the north side of s is such that
a) every ci in a N segment with NW-clearance > 0 has NW-clearance ≥ 3, and
b) every ci in a S segment with NE-clearance > 0 has NE-clearance ≥ 3; and
3) the south side of s is such that
a) every ci in a S segment with SW-clearance > 0 has SW-clearance ≥ 3, and
b) every ci in a N segment with SE-clearance > 0 has SE-clearance ≥ 3.
A west-monotone admissible traversal surface is defined exactly as the east-monotone
admissible surface except that in Definition 3, part 2, NW is substituted for NE and vice
versa, and SE is substituted for SW and vice versa in Definition 3, part 3.
B. Admissible goal configurations
In this section, we define admissible goal configurations and describe a centralized
algorithm that tests whether a given configuration is admissible, i.e., whether it contains
an admissible substrate path.
Without loss of generality, assume I is a straight chain that intersects G in exactly one
cell on the perimeter of G. The number of modules in I and the number of cells in G
is n.
Let G1 , G2 , . . . , Gm be the columns of G, such that G1 is the column in which I
intersects G and Gm is the column furthest from column G1 . Suppose that G is oriented
such that column G1 is the westmost column, Gm is the eastmost column, and each
column of G is a contiguous straight chain oriented north-south.
An admissible substrate path was defined formally in [15]. Informally, this is a path
of cells that spans G and forms an east-monotone admissible traversal surface.
Definition 4: G is an admissible goal configuration if there exists an admissible substrate path in G.
IV. O BSTACLES
Sections IV and V describe the major part of the work I did for this research project.
In this section, we consider the presence of a single obstacle in the coordinate system
and present a strategy for reconfiguration when obstacles are present in the goal.

An obstacle is a sequence of one or more “forbidden cells” that modules cannot enter.
We consider obstacles that are composed of hexagons of the same size as the cells of the
plane and we assume each hexagon in the obstacle occupies exactly one of the cells. Since
at this point, we consider only the presence of obstacles that are contained completely
within G, the cells surrounding the obstacle are goal cells. Modules may touch obstacle
perimeter cells and may use them as substrate for movement.
Definition 5: An obstacle contains a pocket if, for any obstacle cell i contacting one
or more goal cells, i has non-infinite d-clearance in any direction d (see Figure 3), where
T is the set of obstacle cells. We call any goal cell contained within a pocket a pocket
cell.
Pocket cells are identified by checking the d-clearance of all obstacle cells present in
G. Informally, any goal cell found on a straight-line path between two obstacle cells is
a pocket cell.
obstacle cell
pocket cell
clearance between obstacle cells
Fig. 3.

Pocket cells within obstacle.

Definition 6: An obstacle is admissible if
1) it is completely enclosed by the cells of G,
2) all pocket cells, if any exist, have free contact patterns with obstacle cells (cf.
Figure 4), and
3) all pocket cells are contiguous (i.e., there is only one pocket in the obstacle).
BLOCKED

FREE

PARTITIONING

Indicates non−contact edge
Indicates contact edge

Fig. 4.

Contact patterns possible in algorithm.

Notice that part 3 of Definition 6 restricts the set of admissible obstacles to be only
those that contain a single pocket. We relax this restriction to allow multiple pockets in
a single obstacle in Section V-B.
In Figure 4, the contact patterns labeled “free” represent any pocket cell with at least
2 adjacent sides that are not in contact with an obstacle cell. Recall that the deformable
modules we model can move into, or out of, an opening formed by two adjacent noncontact sides. The “partitioning” and “blocked” contact patterns represent openings in
the obstacle that are either too small for a module to move into, or that would cause the
blocking of modules from filling all cells in the pocket.
It is important to note that the pockets in an obstacle are not necessarily part of an
admissible east-monotone traversal surface (although they may satisfy that definition).
For obstacle pockets, we require only that the pockets can be filled in without collision
or deadlock, i.e., modules will move into, but not out of, the pockets.

In [14], we present algorithms for reconfiguration with obstacles that do not contain
pockets. These algorithms transform the obstacle surface into a traversable surface by
repairing certain cells. These algorithms will not be covered in this paper.
V. A LGORITHM TO F ILL P OCKET
If the obstacle contains pockets, these pockets must be filled in so that the obstacle
surface can be traversed. After ordering the cells for the western substrate path, we
determine the order to fill the pocket. Our algorithm fills the pocket before modules
traverse the obstacle surface or fill in goal cells to the east of the pocket because the
pocket may not have an admissible traversal surface.
A. Algorithm to Fill a Single Pocket
The F ILL P OCKET algorithm determines the ordering in which cells will be filled in an
admissible obstacle pocket by considering the number of free sides each pocket cell has,
the distance of the cells from the entrance of the pocket, and whether they are separated
from the pocket opening by any two-cell gaps. Two-cell gaps provide sufficient clearance
for modules to move through, but do not provide sufficient clearance for two modules
moving different directions in the gap to pass each other.
To precisely calculate the cells’ positions within the obstacle pocket and to find twocell gaps, our algorithm orders the currently reachable pocket cells in an array called
perimeter. The ordering begins at the entrance cell of the pocket. The entrance cell is
the closest pocket cell to the substrate path on the pocket opening (i.e., the set of all
pocket cells adjacent to at least one goal cell that is not a pocket cell). We pick the
entrance cell from the pocket opening by considering which cell on the pocket opening
is closest, in terms of distance along the outside obstacle perimeter, to where the western
substrate path meets the obstacle. The perimeter array contains all the pocket cells a
module would roll into, in order, while rotating in the same direction (CW or CCW) on
the inside of the obstacle pocket, starting at the entrance cell.
Once the perimeter array has been created, the two-cell gaps can be easily identified
by locating adjacent cells in the perimeter that have nonconsecutive perimeter numbers.
If two adjacent cells have nonconsecutive perimeter numbers, modules will be crawling
to reach the perimeter cells in betweeen the two as other modules are trying to crawl out
of those cells causing blockage as the two adjacent cells are not separated by enough
distance to accomodate simultaneous movement in both directions.
To avoid this situation, our algorithm finds these two-cell gaps and fills them before
sending modules beyond those cells. The algorithm N ONCONSECUTIVE P ERIMETER C ELL
(cf. Figure 8) finds the range of cells (i, j) safe to fill. The boundaries i and j, where
i < j, denote the lower and higher perimeter numbers of the deepest two-cell gap. The
deepest two-cell gap has the smallest difference between its nonconsecutive perimeter
cells and lies within the range of the two-cell gap closest to the entrance cell, possibly
including the entrance cell itself. To find the deepest two-cell gap, we first find the closest
two-cell gap to the entrance cell by progressing in order along the perimeter until we
reach a cell i with a neighboring, nonconsecutive perimeter cell j (i.e., j is on perimeter
and |j − i| > 1). The lower perimeter number is saved as i and the higher perimeter
number is saved as j. Then, the algorithm looks for a two-cell gap within the range (i, j).
If a two-cell gap is found, i and j are set to the lower and higher perimeter numbers of
those two cells respectively. The process continues until we reach j meaning we have
checked the entire range of the last two-cell gap found for deeper two-cell gaps.

At each step, our F ILL P OCKET algorithm (cf. Figure 6) chooses the pocket cell in
perimeter that has the highest number of sides in contact with the obstacle or a filled
pocket cell and has a perimeter number within the range (i, j).
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Fig. 5. Sample admissible obstacle with numbered cells in perimeter. Non-pocket goal cells not shown. Initial
perimeter numbering (a), followed by the first two iterations of the F ILL P OCKET algorithm, (b) and (c).

By filling the cells within the boundaries of the deepest two-cell gap, we ensure no
modules will crawl back through this two-cell gap causing collisions with the modules
behind it. If no two-cell gaps occur in the pocket, the first cell in perimeter is i and the
last cell in perimeter is j.
Figure 5(a) shows an admissible obstacle with cells in the perimeter array numbered
in the order they would be placed in perimeter if cell 1 was chosen as the entrance cell
and modules moved with CCW rotation through the pocket. In part (a) of this figure,
the cells in perimeter numbered 6 and 17 would be the first two-cell gap found in the
obstacle pocket. Next, the algorithm would identify cells 7 and 16 and then cells 8 and
15 as being part of a two-cell gap. Since no two-cell gaps occur in the range [9, 14], the
cell with the highest number of contacts in the range [9, 14] would be filled first. The
cell numbered 10 would be chosen as the first to fill in this case.
After cell 10 in perimeter is added to the front of the (previously empty) list of pocket
cells to fill in Figure 5(b), the non-perimeter pocket cell that is a neighbor of cell 10 in
part (a) is added to perimeter. Note that filled cells are treated the same as obstacle cells
when renumbering perimeter and determining contact patterns. On the next iteration, in
part (b), the F ILL P OCKETS algorithm would identify cells 10 and 13 as part of a twocell gap and would fill the cell in the range [11, 12] with the highest number of sides
contacting an obstacle (or filled cell), cell 11. Part (c) of Figure 5 shows the renumbered
perimeter after cell 11 is filled.
The entire algorithm to fill in pocket cells is shown in Figures 6 through 8.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

entranceCell := pocket opening cell closest to substrate path/obstacle intersection
Create perimeter array, starting at entranceCell.
x := F IND N EXT T O F ILL()
while(perimeter.size > 0) // While pocket not full.
Put x in vector of cells to fill.
Remove x from perimeter
Add appropriate neighbors of x to perimeter
Decrement free side count of neighbors of x
x := F IND N EXT T O F ILL()
end while

Fig. 6.

Pseudocode for Algorithm F ILL P OCKET.

The F ILL P OCKET algorithm starts by finding the closest cell on the pocket opening,
in terms of distance along the outside of the obstacle from the cell in which the western

substrate path meets the obstacle. Then, the perimeter array is created. Next, the algorithm
determines the next cell to fill (cf. Figure 7) based on the number of contact sides of
each cell and whether the perimeter up to that point has any two-cell gaps (cf. Figure 8).
Once a cell i is found and added to the end of the vector of cells to fill, the perimeter
array and the free side count of the neighbors of i are updated.
−− >
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Procedure F IND N EXT T O F ILL()
lowestFound := 6
(lowestAllowed, highestAllowed) := N ONCONSECUTIVE P ERIMETER C ELL()
for(i := lowestAllowed to highestAllowed)
if(perimeter[i].freeSides < lowestFound)
next := perimeter[i]
lowestFound := perimeter[i].freeSides
end for
return next

Fig. 7.

−− >
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Pseudocode for Procedure F IND N EXT T O F ILL.

Procedure N ONCONSECUTIVE P ERIMETER C ELL()
high := perimeter.size
low := i := 0
while(i < high)
w := perimeter[i]
if(|w.perimeterNum − (any neighbor y of w).perimeterNum| 6= 1)
// y and w are nonconsecutive neighbors in a two-cell gap
if(y.perimeterNum < high && y.perimeterNum > low)
low := i // lowest cell in interior pocket
high := y.perimeterNum // highest cell in interior pocket
end if
end if
i++
end while
return (low+1, high −1)

Fig. 8.

Pseudocode for Procedure N ONCONSECUTIVE P ERIMETER C ELL.

B. Algorithm to Fill Multiple Pockets
As an extension of filling a single pocket, we consider filling multiple pockets in one
obstacle. We present simple algorithms for finding multiple pockets in an obstacle and
for determining the order to fill the pockets.
To group the pocket cells of one obstacle according to the pocket they are in and also
to count the number of pockets, we use depth first search (DFS) on the set of all pocket
cells where the pocket cell centers are nodes in the DFS graph and adjacent pocket cells
are connected by edges. The vector pocketCells initially contains every pocket cell of an
obstacle. DFS is executed starting from the first cell in pocketCells. In the first execution
of DFS, each cell found by the search is removed from pocketCells and inserted into
the vector at index zero of a two-dimensional vector called pockets. The vector pockets
contains one vector for every pocket in the obstacle. After exhausting DFS, if pocketCells
is not empty, DFS is run again from the first cell remaining in the vector. During this
execution, the cells found are removed from pocketCells and inserted into the vector at
index one of pockets. This process is repeated until pocketCells is emptied.
If an obstacle has multiple pockets, we examine the obstacle perimeter outside of the
pockets to determine the order to fill the pockets. The algorithm traverses two chains of
cells called the CWPerimeter and the CCWPerimeter starting at the cell in the western
substrate path contacting the obstacle. The CWPerimeter counts the cells a module would
roll into while traversing the perimeter of the obstacle in the CW direction and stops

at the first pocket cell encountered. The CCWPerimeter counts the cells traversed in the
CCW direction around the obstacle until it reaches a pocket cell.
The counts made by the CWPerimeter and CCWPerimeter are compared. If the count
for the CWPerimeter (resp. CCWPerimeter) is smaller, the first pocket in that direction
is chosen to fill next.
Once we select the pocket to fill first, we run the F ILL P OCKET algorithm on that
pocket to order the cells inside. The cells of that pocket are marked as filled, and on the
next run, that pocket is treated as part of the obstacle. Then, the algorithm to find the
next pocket to fill is executed again, which recomputes the counts of CWPerimeter and
CCWPerimeter. This process continues until all pockets are filled.
VI. D ISTRIBUTED RECONFIGURATION ALGORITHM
In this section, we give a brief overview of the distributed algorithm that performs the
reconfiguration of I to G after the goal and the obstacle are determined to be admissible
and the obstacle surface is repaired.
The overall reconfiguration proceeds as outlined in Figure 9.
if obstacle contained in G is admissible and repairable
1. find admissible substrate path from G1 to westmost column of obstacle.
2. find admissible substrate path from eastmost cell of repaired obstacle to G m .
3. fill in cells of G in the following order:
a) substrate west of obstacle, west to east,
b) pocket cells in order determined by algorithm,
c) repaired cells north and south of obstacle, west to east,
d) repaired cells east of obstacle, west to east,
e) substrate east of obstacle (if it exists), and
f) north and south of substrate/obstacle, from east to west.
else report failure.
Fig. 9.

Schema for reconfiguration with obstacles.

As the algorithms for calculating the rotation of the modules were presented thoroughly
in [14], the rotation of modules will not be discussed in this paper.
VII. S IMULATION R ESULTS
We developed an object-oriented, discrete event simulator to test the reconfiguration
algorithm. As part of my research, I implemented the algorithms to fill pockets and added
other functions to the simulator. The simulator handles goals configurations with simple
and complex obstacles and without obstacles.
For all configurations tested, the simulator was successful in reconfiguring the systems
using the algorithms presented in this paper. Figure 10 shows three of the obstacle
configurations our simulator reconfigured successfully.

(a)

Fig. 10.

(b)

(c)

Examples of obstacle configurations successfully filled by the simulation.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a classification of admissible traversal surfaces in the hexagonal
grid which allows for generality and coherence when defining admissibility conditions for
various objects in the environment. We also addressed the problem of reconfiguration in
the presence of a single obstacle enveloped by the goal, using the definition of admissible
traversal surfaces to repair the surface of the obstacle prior to distributed reconfiguration.
In this paper, we extended the admissibility requirements of the obstacle to include
embedded obstacles with more complex surfaces. We believe that the ability to repair
an obstacle surface will also be helpful in designing reconfiguration algorithms for goal
configurations containing multiple obstacles.
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